
EYFS (RECEPTION) – Spring Knowledge Overview 

 Noah’s Ark  

Communication and Language  

Water is cold/hot. 

Water is a liquid. 

We will be using new vocabulary in different contexts.  

 

Mathematics 

How many fish are in the rhyme 1,2,3,4,5? 

2 + 3 = 5 

1 + 4 = 5  

Focus on doubles: The animals went in two by two.  

 

 

Understanding the World 

Understand the effect of changing seasons on the natural world around them.  
(Spring).   
  
Look closely at the natural world and record observations through drawing (Spring)   
  
Understand the key features of the life cycle of a plant.   
  
Name and describe some familiar plants and their features.   
  
Engage in play in which they explore, observe, talk and ask questions related to light, forces, materials, sound.  – Rainbows, floating and sinking.  
 

Literacy  

Water begins with ‘w’ and has a diagraph ‘er’. 

 

Books we will be reading:  

The Rainbow Fish 

Noah’s Ark  

After the Storm 

Flash, Crash Rumble & Roll 

Rainbows -Non-Fiction 

Feel the Wind 

Weather & Seasons  

Elmer & the Rainbow 

How Mrs Noah missed the Ark  

We will be writing for a range of purposes:  

Reports, weather reports, fact files about animals and 

lists.  

 
 

 

Personal Social & Emotional  

Noah shared his space and helped his friends. How do 

we share? Who could you help?  

Physical 

Water is good for you. It helps to 

keep you healthy. 

Noah’s Ark- Get Set 4 PE activities.  

Expressive Arts & Design 

Draw accurate representations of objects from observation and use vibrant colours. – Vincent Van Gogh. 
Giuseppe Arcimboldo is a transient artist who uses fruit to make larger images. – The children will use real fruit to make a 
rainbow. They will cut up strawberries for the red arch, banana for the yellow arch etc. 

 

Key Vocabulary:  
water  Easter  cloud 

tide  storm  Bible 

flood   breeds  report 

ocean  double  explore 

upset  pairs  peace 

happiness rainbow  healthy 

forgiveness light  sunshine 

 

 


